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No attached data sources. Any attached data sources. The notebook is saved as an.ipynb. Checkpointing only when necessary.
Not checkpointing at all. Sometimes (too often). Every five minutes. Every five seconds. Interaction with other kaggle
notebooks The content that you create for you notebook will be available for other kaggle users. Your notebook might be
attached to an existing kaggle notebook and will be connected to it, or it could be available as a public notebook where users can
browse. To attach your notebook to an existing notebook: Go to the kaggle dashboard and select the notebook where you want
to attach the new notebook (typically the notebook you are creating). Click the “manage notebook” tab on the left Click “Add a
new notebook” Select the notebook you want to attach, and click “Attach” Users will be able to see your new notebook in the
drop down menu for the relevant notebook. This will not be published in the notebook until you publish it. To make your
notebook available as a public notebook: Go to the kaggle dashboard and select the notebook where you want to publish your
notebook (typically the notebook you are creating). Click “publish as a public notebook” Choose the user to add you as the
author and click “add” You will be able to publish your notebook via this link from the drop down menu for the relevant
notebook: [your notebook]/public. Note that you can choose to share the link to a specific page if you want. Notebooks in your
kaggle account are added to your kaggle dashboard and are visible from there. When you create notebooks you will be
automatically placed in the notebooks section on the kaggle dashboard. The notebooks section contains all the notebooks you
have created and are available for other kaggle users to download. Notebooks in your kaggle account are made available to users
by publishing them. This means that if you have selected a user to add as the author then they can download your notebook by
clicking on the link on the left hand side of the kaggle dashboard and select “download notebook”. When you upload data to a
notebook (or any other kaggle resource) you will not be 82157476af
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